
 Going to Summer Day Camp



Today I am going to 

The Works Museum 

for summer day 

camp!

This story is about 

what usually 

happens at camp.



When I get out of the car, my 

adult will check me into 

camp.

Other kids and their adults 

are also checking into camp.

I will have fun today!

Checking Into Camp



I put on a sticker with my name and 

camp on it. Then I say goodbye to my 

adult because camp is about to start. I 

will line up by the sign with my camp 

on it. My teacher will say "hi" to me.

Meeting My Teacher and Classmates



Going to the Bathroom

We will go into the 

building and stop at the 

bathroom.

I will use the bathroom, 

wash my hands, and get 

a drink at the water 

fountain.



We will go to our 

classroom and have a 

camp meeting. 

My teacher explains what 

we will do today.

I will say my name when 

it’s my turn.

Camp Meeting



Group Game
Sometimes, my teacher 

will teach us a game to 

play.

I will work on sitting 

quietly and raising my 

hand when my teacher 

is explaining the game.

Playing the game is so 

much fun! 

It is okay to get excited, 

but it is important to 

listen to my teacher so 

that my classmates and 

I can enjoy the game.



Working on My Project

Now we start working on an exciting project!

There are lots of materials in our classroom 

that we can use.

It is okay to look at the cool stuff on the 

tables, but is important to not touch anything 

that has a “Please Do Not Touch” sign.



Sometimes I use my hands to make my 
project.

It can get messy!

I will try to not to get other people or 

other things messy.

If the mess bothers me, I can ask my 

teacher for help.



Sometimes I use tools.

My teacher will tell us how 

to use tools safely.

If I get frustrated using a 

tool, I can ask my teacher 

for help.



Sometimes I use a computer to make my project.

If I get confused, I can ask my teacher for help.



Sometimes I work with my 

classmates on a project.

My classmates have good 

ideas.

It may be hard for them to 

share their ideas if I talk while 

they are talking.

I will try to listen to them and 

share my own ideas.



Eating Snack

It is now time to eat snack!

We line up to go to the 

lunchroom.

I will try to eat all of my 

snack and drink lots of 

water.



Break Time
After finishing snack, we go 

outside to play.

My classmates and I get 

excited because we play fun 

games outside.

If I am tired, I can ask my 

teacher to go to someplace 

quiet for a little while.



Finishing My Project

Now it is time to finish my 

project.

When I finish, I can show my 

project to others. 

I usually get to make stuff that 

I get to take home and show 

my adult!



Eating Lunch

Sometimes I will stay and eat 

lunch at The Works Museum 

with some of the other 

campers.

The other campers and I 

who stay eat our lunches in 

the lunchroom.



Identi-Beads
At the end of the camp day, we will reflect on 

the day. 

We will look at what each color of bead means, 

and I will think about what skills I showed that 

day. Then I will add beads to my necklace. 

I will leave my necklace at The Works until the 

last day of camp when I will take it home.



Checking Out of Camp
It is the end of the day.

I wait with my teacher until my 

adult comes to pick me up.

Then I say goodbye to my teacher 

because it is time to go home.

I will remember to collect my 

lunchbox and water bottle before 

I leave.



Sometimes I get to take 

my projects home and 

show them to my adult! 

Otherwise, my teacher 

will take pictures of my 

projects.


